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This is the first handbook to cover comprehensively both software engineering and knowledge engineering OCo two important
fields that have become interwoven in recent years. Over 60 international experts have contributed to the book. Each chapter has
been written in such a way that a practitioner of software engineering and knowledge engineering can easily understand and
obtain useful information. Each chapter covers one topic and can be read independently of other chapters, providing both a
general survey of the topic and an in-depth exposition of the state of the art. Practitioners will find this handbook useful when
looking for solutions to practical problems. Researchers can use it for quick access to the background, current trends and most
important references regarding a certain topic. The handbook consists of two volumes. Volume One covers the basic principles
and applications of software engineering and knowledge engineering. Volume Two will cover the basic principles and applications
of visual and multimedia software engineering, knowledge engineering, data mining for software knowledge, and emerging topics
in software engineering and knowledge engineering. Sample Chapter(s). Chapter 1.1: Introduction (97k). Chapter 1.2: Theoretical
Language Research (97k). Chapter 1.3: Experimental Science (96k). Chapter 1.4: Evolutionary Versus Revolutionary (108k).
Chapter 1.5: Concurrency and Parallelisms (232k). Chapter 1.6: Summary (123k). Contents: Computer Language Advances (D E
Cooke et al.); Software Maintenance (G Canfora & A Cimitile); Requirements Engineering (A T Berztiss); Software Engineering
Standards: Review and Perspectives (Y-X Wang); A Large Scale Neural Network and Its Applications (D Graupe & H
Kordylewski); Software Configuration Management in Software and Hypermedia Engineering: A Survey (L Bendix et al.); The
Knowledge Modeling Paradigm in Knowledge Engineering (E Motta); Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering Issues in
Bioinformatics (J T L Wang et al.); Conceptual Modeling in Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering: Concepts,
Techniques and Trends (O Dieste et al.); Rationale Management in Software Engineering (A H Dutoit & B Paech); Exploring
Ontologies (Y Kalfoglou), and other papers. Readership: Graduate students, researchers, programmers, managers and academics
in software engineering and knowledge engineering."
The art, craft, discipline, logic, practice and science of developing large-scale software products needs a professional base. The
textbooks in this three-volume set combine informal, engineeringly sound approaches with the rigor of formal, mathematics-based
approaches. This volume covers the basic principles and techniques of specifying systems and languages. It deals with modelling
the semiotics (pragmatics, semantics and syntax of systems and languages), modelling spatial and simple temporal phenomena,
and such specialized topics as modularity (incl. UML class diagrams), Petri nets, live sequence charts, statecharts, and temporal
logics, including the duration calculus. Finally, the book presents techniques for interpreter and compiler development of
functional, imperative, modular and parallel programming languages. This book is targeted at late undergraduate to early graduate
university students, and researchers of programming methodologies. Vol. 1 of this series is a prerequisite text.
The art, craft, discipline, logic, practice, and science of developing large-scale software products needs a believable, professional
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base. The textbooks in this three-volume set combine informal, engineeringly sound practice with the rigour of formal, mathematicsbased approaches. Volume 1 covers the basic principles and techniques of formal methods abstraction and modelling. First this
book provides a sound, but simple basis of insight into discrete mathematics: numbers, sets, Cartesians, types, functions, the
Lambda Calculus, algebras, and mathematical logic. Then it trains its readers in basic property- and model-oriented specification
principles and techniques. The model-oriented concepts that are common to such specification languages as B, VDM-SL, and Z
are explained here using the RAISE specification language (RSL). This book then covers the basic principles of applicative
(functional), imperative, and concurrent (parallel) specification programming. Finally, the volume contains a comprehensive
glossary of software engineering, and extensive indexes and references. These volumes are suitable for self-study by practicing
software engineers and for use in university undergraduate and graduate courses on software engineering. Lecturers will be
supported with a comprehensive guide to designing modules based on the textbooks, with solutions to many of the exercises
presented, and with a complete set of lecture slides.
Proceedings of the 2012 International Conference on Information Technology and Software Engineering presents selected articles
from this major event, which was held in Beijing, December 8-10, 2012. This book presents the latest research trends, methods
and experimental results in the fields of information technology and software engineering, covering various state-of-the-art
research theories and approaches. The subjects range from intelligent computing to information processing, software engineering,
Web, unified modeling language (UML), multimedia, communication technologies, system identification, graphics and visualizing,
etc. The proceedings provide a major interdisciplinary forum for researchers and engineers to present the most innovative studies
and advances, which can serve as an excellent reference work for researchers and graduate students working on information
technology and software engineering. Prof. Wei Lu, Dr. Guoqiang Cai, Prof. Weibin Liu and Dr. Weiwei Xing all work at Beijing
Jiaotong University.
This book aims to examine innovation in the fields of computer engineering and networking. The book covers important emerging
topics in computer engineering and networking, and it will help researchers and engineers improve their knowledge of state-of-art
in related areas. The book presents papers from the 4th International Conference on Computer Engineering and Networks
(CENet2014) held July 19-20, 2014 in Shanghai, China.
Users increasingly demand more from their software than ever before—more features, fewer errors, faster runtimes. To deliver the
best quality products possible, software engineers are constantly in the process of employing novel tools in developing the latest
software applications. Progressions and Innovations in Model-Driven Software Engineering investigates the most recent and
relevant research on model-driven engineering. Within its pages, researchers and professionals in the field of software
development, as well as academics and students of computer science, will find an up-to-date discussion of scientific literature on
the topic, identifying opportunities and advantages, and complexities and challenges, inherent in the future of software
engineering.
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Annotation The 55 papers cover testing, requirements modelling, concurrency, object-oriented development, software process,
distributed systems, development environments, formal methods, quality assurance and reliability, reuse, specification,
maintenance, information systems, and reasoning and verification. The keynote addresses discuss software systems engineering
from domain analysis via requirements capture to software architectures; and communication, collaboration, and cooperation in
software development. The third keynote is not included in the proceedings. No subject index. Annotation copyright by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR.
This book aims to examine innovation in the fields of computer engineering and networking. The book covers important emerging
topics in computer engineering and networking, and it will help researchers and engineers improve their knowledge of state-of-art
in related areas. The book presents papers from The Proceedings of the 2013 International Conference on Computer Engineering
and Network (CENet2013) which was held on 20-21 July, in Shanghai, China.
This volume is devoted to the 10th Anniversary Colloquium of UNU/IIST, the International Institute for Software Technology of the
United Nations University, as well as to the memory of Armando Haeberer, who passed away while he was working on the
preparation of this book in February 2003. The volume starts with a special paper by Tom Maibaum recollecting Armando
Haeberer's life and work. The second part presents work done by members of UNU/IIST as well as a paper on the history of the
institute. The subsequent topical sections present key contributions by leading researchers and thus assess the state of the art in
software engineering and its engineering and scientific principles, from models to software, real-time systems, and verification. All
in all, the book is a unique survey of the power and potential of formal methods in software engineering.
This book constitutes revised selected papers from the First International Workshop on Software Engineering Aspects of
Continuous Development and New Paradigms of Software Production and Deployment, DEVOPS 2018, hled at the hateau de
Villebrumier, France, in March 2018. The 17 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 23
submissions. They cover a wide range of problems arising from Devops and related approaches, current tools, rapid developmentdeployment processes, effects on team performance, analytics, trustworthiness, microservices and related topics.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Formal Engineering Methods, ICFEM 2006,
held in Macao, China, in November 2006. The 38 revised full papers presented together with three keynote talks were carefully
reviewed and selected from 108 submissions. The papers address all current issues in formal methods and their applications in
software engineering.
This book highlights a range of new approaches and concepts in the field of software engineering. Based on systematic methods,
graphical and formal models, the approaches are designed for solving practical problems encountered in actual software
development. The book is divided into 13 chapters, which address core aspects such as security, performance and quality
measurement. Chiefly intended to stimulate new research by presenting real problems faced by the industry, and to facilitate
software development by applying precisely defined, validated and efficient models and methods, the book offers a valuable guide
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– for researchers and industry practitioners at small, medium and large companies alike.
This book describes the state-of-the-art of software ecosystems. It constitutes a fundamental step towards an empirically based,
nuanced understanding of the implications for management, governance, and control of software ecosystems. This is the first book
of its kind dedicated to this emerging field and offers guidelines on how to analyze software ecosystems; methods for managing
and growing; methods on transitioning from a closed software organization to an open one; and instruments for dealing with open
source, licensing issues, product management and app stores. It is unique in bringing together industry experiences, academic
views and tackling challenges such as the definition of fundamental concepts of software ecosystems, describing those forces that
influence its development and lifecycles, and the provision of methods for the governance of software ecosystems. This book is an
essential starting point for software industry researchers, product managers, and entrepreneurs.
Computer science graduates often find software engineering knowledge and skills are more in demand after they join the industry.
However, given the lecture-based curriculum present in academia, it is not an easy undertaking to deliver industry-standard
knowledge and skills in a software engineering classroom as such lectures hardly engage or convince students. Overcoming
Challenges in Software Engineering Education: Delivering Non-Technical Knowledge and Skills combines recent advances and
best practices to improve the curriculum of software engineering education. This book is an essential reference source for
researchers and educators seeking to bridge the gap between industry expectations and what academia can provide in software
engineering education.
When you think about how far and fast computer science has progressed in recent years, it's not hard to conclude that a sevenyear old handbook may fall a little short of the kind of reference today's computer scientists, software engineers, and IT
professionals need. With a broadened scope, more emphasis on applied computing, and more than 70 chap
This book presents a coherent, well-balanced survey of recent advances in software engineering approaches to the design and
analysis of realistic large-scale multi-agent systems (MAS). The chapters included are devoted to various techniques and methods
used to cope with the complexity of real-world MAS. Reflecting the importance of agent properties in today's software systems, the
power of agent-based software engineering is illustrated using examples that are representative of successful applications.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering,
FASE 2001, held in Genova, Italy in April 2001. The 22 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 74
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on metamodeling, distributed components, UML, testing, formal methods, and
case studies.
The LASER Summer School is intended for professionals from industry (engineers and managers) as well as university researchers,
including PhD students. Participants learn about the most important software technology advances from pioneers in the field. Since its
inception in 2004, the LASER Summer School has focused on an important software engineering topic each year. This volume contains
selected lecture notes from the 10th LASER Summer School on Software Engineering: Leading-Edge Software Engineering.
Various systems science and engineering disciplines are covered and challenging new research issues in these disciplines are revealed.
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They will be extremely valuable for the readers to search for some new research directions and problems. Chapters are contributed by worldrenowned systems engineers Chapters include discussions and conclusions Readers can grasp each event holistically without having
professional expertise in the field
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th Software Quality Days Conference, SWQD 2019, held in Vienna, Austria, in
January 2019. The Software Quality Days (SWQD) conference started in 2009 and has grown to the biggest conferences on software quality
in Europe with a strong community. The program of the SWQD conference is designed to encompass a stimulating mixture of practical
presentations and new research topics in scientific presentations. The guiding conference topic of the SWQD 2019 is “The Complexity and
Challenges of Software Engineering and Software Quality in the Cloud”. The 5 full papers and 3 short papers presented in this volume were
carefully reviewed and selected from 17 submissions. The volume also contains 2 invited talks. The contributions were organized in topical
sections named: multi-disciplinary systems and software engineering; software quality and process improvement; software testing; knowledge
engineering and machine learning; source code analysis; and software maintenance.
This tutorial volume includes revised and extended lecture notes of six long tutorials, five short tutorials, and one peer-reviewed participant
contribution held at the 4th International Summer School on Generative and Transformational Techniques in Software Engineering, GTTSE
2011. The school presents the state of the art in software language engineering and generative and transformational techniques in software
engineering with coverage of foundations, methods, tools, and case studies.
This book offers a selection of papers from the 2016 International Conference on Software Process Improvement (CIMPS’16), held between
the 12th and 14th of October 2016 in Aguascalientes, Aguascalientes, México. The CIMPS’16 is a global forum for researchers and
practitioners to present and discuss the most recent innovations, trends, results, experiences and concerns in the different aspects of
software engineering with a focus on, but not limited to, software processes, security in information and communication technology, and big
data. The main topics covered include: organizational models, standards and methodologies, knowledge management, software systems,
applications and tools, information and communication technologies and processes in non-software domains (mining, automotive, aerospace,
business, health care, manufacturing, etc.) with a clear focus on software process challenges.
Software engineering has over the years been applied in many different fields, ranging from telecommunications to embedded systems in car
and aircraft industry as well as in production engineering and computer networks. Foundations in software technology lie in models allowing
to capture application domains, detailed requirements, but also to understand the structure and working of software systems like software
architectures and programs. These models have to be expressed in techniques based on discrete mathematics, algebra and logics. However,
according to the very specific needs in applications of software technology, formal methods have to serve the needs and the quality of
advanced software engineering methods, especially taking into account security aspects in Information Technology. This book presents
mathematical foundations of software engineering and state-of-the-art engineering methods in their theoretical substance in the step towards
practical applications to examine software engineering techniques and foundations used for industrial tasks. The contributions in this volume
emerged from lectures of the 25th International Summer School on Engineering Theories of Software Intensive Systems, held at
Marktoberdorf, Germany from August 3 to August 15, 2004.
This book constitutes the documentation of the scientific outcome of the priority program Integration of Software Specification Techniques for
Applications in Engineering sponsored by the German Research Foundation (DFG). It includes main contributions of the projects of the
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priority program and of additional international experts in the field. Some of the papers included were presented at the related Third
International Workshop on the topic, INT 2004, held in Barcelona, Spain in March 2004. The 25 revised full papers presented together with 6
section introductions by the volume editors were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book. The papers are organized in topical
sections on reference case study production automation, reference case study traffic control systems, petri nets and related approaches in
engineering, charts, verification, and integration modeling.
The agent metaphor and the agent-based approach to systems design constitute a promising new paradigm for building complex distributed
systems. However, until now, the majority of the agent-based applications available have been built by researchers who specialize in agentbased computing and distributed artificial intelligence. If agent-based computing is to become anything more than a niche technology
practiced by the few, then the base of people who can successfully apply the approach needs to be broadened dramatically. A major step in
this broadening endeavor is the development of methodologies for agent-oriented software engineering accessible to and attractive for
professional software engineers in their daily work. Against this background, this book presents one of the first coherent attempts to develop
such a methodology for a broad class of agent-based systems. The author provides a clear introduction to the key issues in the field of agentoriented software engineering.
This book compiles a number of contributions originating from the KESE (Knowledge Engineering and Software Engineering) workshop
series from 2005 to 2015. The idea behind the series was the realignment of the knowledge engineering discipline and its strong relation to
software engineering, as well as to the classical aspects of artificial intelligence research. The book introduces symbiotic work combining
these disciplines, such as aspect-oriented and agile engineering, using anti-patterns, and system refinement. Furthermore, it presents
successful applications from different areas that were created by combining techniques from both areas.
Professionals in the interdisciplinary field of computer science focus on the design, operation, and maintenance of computational systems
and software. Methodologies and tools of engineering are utilized alongside computer applications to develop efficient and precise
information databases. Computer Systems and Software Engineering: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and Applications is a comprehensive
reference source for the latest scholarly material on trends, techniques, and uses of various technology applications and examines the
benefits and challenges of these computational developments. Highlighting a range of pertinent topics such as utility computing, computer
security, and information systems applications, this multi-volume book is ideally designed for academicians, researchers, students, web
designers, software developers, and practitioners interested in computer systems and software engineering.
For anyone interested in the issues arising from computer malfunctions and, moreperniciously, from misuse, this new edition of Computer
Ethics is right on the mark. Widelyacclaimed for its readability and its balanced and authoritative coverage, Computer Ethics has
beenthoroughly revised and updated with new anecdotes, new revelations, and lively discussion of theethical, social, and professional issues
arising from the computer revolution, such as computercrime, software theft, hacking, viruses, and the invasion of privacy.An entirely
rewritten firstchapter is followed by expanded chapters that contain compelling new case studies and analyses. Anew final section contains
10 hypothetical scenarios for group discussion. Copies of the ACM Code ofEthics and the ACM-IEEE Computing Curricula are included in the
appendixes.Tom Forester is SeniorLecturer in the School of Computing and Information Technology at Griffith University,
Queensland,Australia, and is editor or author of seven books on the social aspects of computers. Perry Morrisonlectures in psychology at the
National University of Singapore.
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This is the first handbook to cover comprehensively both software engineering and knowledge engineering -- two important fields that have
become interwoven in recent years. Over 60 international experts have contributed to the book. Each chapter has been written in such a way
that a practitioner of software engineering and knowledge engineering can easily understand and obtain useful information. Each chapter
covers one topic and can be read independently of other chapters, providing both a general survey of the topic and an in-depth exposition of
the state of the art. Practitioners will find this handbook useful when looking for solutions to practical problems. Researchers can use it for
quick access to the background, current trends and most important references regarding a certain topic.The handbook consists of two
volumes. Volume One covers the basic principles and applications of software engineering and knowledge engineering.Volume Two will
cover the basic principles and applications of visual and multimedia software engineering, knowledge engineering, data mining for software
knowledge, and emerging topics in software engineering and knowledge engineering.
Computing Handbook, Third Edition: Computer Science and Software Engineering mirrors the modern taxonomy of computer science and
software engineering as described by the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) and the IEEE Computer Society (IEEE-CS). Written
by established leading experts and influential young researchers, the first volume of this popular handbook examines the elements involved in
designing and implementing software, new areas in which computers are being used, and ways to solve computing problems. The book also
explores our current understanding of software engineering and its effect on the practice of software development and the education of
software professionals. Like the second volume, this first volume describes what occurs in research laboratories, educational institutions, and
public and private organizations to advance the effective development and use of computers and computing in today’s world. Research-level
survey articles provide deep insights into the computing discipline, enabling readers to understand the principles and practices that drive
computing education, research, and development in the twenty-first century.
This volume presents the proceedings of the second European Symposium on Research in Computer Security (ESORICS 92), held in
Toulouse in November 1992. The aim of this symposium is to further the progress of research in computer security by bringing together
researchers in this area, by promoting the exchange of ideas with system developers, and by encouraging links with researchers in areas
related to computer science, informationtheory, and artificial intelligence. The volume contains 24 papers organizedinto sections on access
control, formal methods, authentication, distributed systems, database security, system architectures, and applications. ESORICS 92 was
organized by AFCET (Association francaise des sciences et technologies de l'information et des syst mes) in cooperation with a large
number of national and international societies and institutes.
ETAPS’99 is the second instance of the European Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software. ETAPS is an annual federated
conference that was established in 1998 by combining a number of existing and new conferences. This year it comprises ?ve conferences
(FOSSACS, FASE, ESOP, CC, TACAS), four satellite workshops (CMCS, AS, WAGA, CoFI), seven invited lectures, two invited tutorials, and
six contributed tutorials. The events that comprise ETAPS address various aspects of the system - velopment process, including
speci?cation, design, implementation, analysis and improvement. The languages, methodologies and tools which support these - tivities are
all well within its scope. Di?erent blends of theory and practice are represented, with an inclination towards theory with a practical motivation
on one hand and soundly-based practice on the other. Many of the issues involved in software design apply to systems in general, including
hardware systems, and the emphasis on software is not intended to be exclusive.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th International Conference on Formal Engineering Methods, ICFEM 2017, held in
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Xi'an, China, in November 2017. The 28 revised full papers presented together with one invited talk and two abstracts of invited talks were
carefully reviewed and selected from 80 submissions. The conference focuses on all areas related to formal engineering methods, such as
verification and validation, software engineering, formal specification and modeling, software security, and software reliability.
The papers selected for this volume present advances in software engineering approaches to develop dependable high-quality multi-agent
systems. These papers describe experiences and techniques associated with large multi-agent systems in a wide variety of problem
domains. They cover fault tolerance, exception handling and diagnosis, security and trust, verification and validation, as well as early
development phases and software reuse.
Provides students and engineers with the fundamentaldevelopments and common practices of software evolution andmaintenance Software
Evolution and Maintenance: A Practitioner’sApproach introduces readers to a set of well-roundededucational materials, covering the
fundamental developments insoftware evolution and common maintenance practices in theindustry. Each chapter gives a clear
understanding of a particulartopic in software evolution, and discusses the main ideas withdetailed examples. The authors first explain the
basic concepts andthen drill deeper into the important aspects of software evolution.While designed as a text in an undergraduate course in
softwareevolution and maintenance, the book is also a great resourceforsoftware engineers, information technology professionals,
andgraduate students in software engineering. Based on the IEEE SWEBOK (Software Engineering Body ofKnowledge) Explains two
maintenance standards: IEEE/EIA 1219 andISO/IEC14764 Discusses several commercial reverse and domain engineeringtoolkits Slides for
instructors are available online Software Evolution and Maintenance: APractitioner’s Approach equips readers with a solidunderstanding of
the laws of software engineering, evolution andmaintenance models, reengineering techniques, legacy informationsystems, impact analysis,
refactoring, program comprehension, andreuse.
The IT community has always struggled with questions concerning the value of an organization’s investment in software and hardware. It is
the goal of value-based software engineering (VBSE) to develop models and measures of value which are of use for managers, developers
and users as they make tradeoff decisions between, for example, quality and cost or functionality and schedule – such decisions must be
economically feasible and comprehensible to the stakeholders with differing value perspectives. VBSE has its roots in work on software
engineering economics, pioneered by Barry Boehm in the early 1980s. However, the emergence of a wider scope that defines VBSE is more
recent. VBSE extends the merely technical ISO software engineering definition with elements not only from economics, but also from
cognitive science, finance, management science, behavioral sciences, and decision sciences, giving rise to a truly multi-disciplinary
framework. Biffl and his co-editors invited leading researchers and structured their contributions into three parts, following an introduction into
the area by Boehm himself. They first detail the foundations of VBSE, followed by a presentation of state-of-the-art methods and techniques.
The third part demonstrates the benefits of VBSE through concrete examples and case studies. This book deviates from the more anecdotal
style of many management-oriented software engineering books and so appeals particularly to all readers who are interested in solid
foundations for high-level aspects of software engineering decision making, i.e., to product or project managers driven by economics and to
software engineering researchers and students.
Collaboration among individuals – from users to developers – is central to modern software engineering. It takes many forms: joint activity to
solve common problems, negotiation to resolve conflicts, creation of shared definitions, and both social and technical perspectives impacting
all software development activity. The difficulties of collaboration are also well documented. The grand challenge is not only to ensure that
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developers in a team deliver effectively as individuals, but that the whole team delivers more than just the sum of its parts. The editors of this
book have assembled an impressive selection of authors, who have contributed to an authoritative body of work tackling a wide range of
issues in the field of collaborative software engineering. The resulting volume is divided into four parts, preceded by a general editorial
chapter providing a more detailed review of the domain of collaborative software engineering. Part 1 is on "Characterizing Collaborative
Software Engineering", Part 2 examines various "Tools and Techniques", Part 3 addresses organizational issues, and finally Part 4 contains
four examples of "Emerging Issues in Collaborative Software Engineering". As a result, this book delivers a comprehensive state-of-the-art
overview and empirical results for researchers in academia and industry in areas like software process management, empirical software
engineering, and global software development. Practitioners working in this area will also appreciate the detailed descriptions and reports
which can often be used as guidelines to improve their daily work.
This is the first handbook to cover comprehensively both software engineering and knowledge engineering — two important fields that have
become interwoven in recent years. Over 60 international experts have contributed to the book. Each chapter has been written in such a way
that a practitioner of software engineering and knowledge engineering can easily understand and obtain useful information. Each chapter
covers one topic and can be read independently of other chapters, providing both a general survey of the topic and an in-depth exposition of
the state of the art. Practitioners will find this handbook useful when looking for solutions to practical problems. Researchers can use it for
quick access to the background, current trends and most important references regarding a certain topic. The handbook consists of two
volumes. Volume One covers the basic principles and applications of software engineering and knowledge engineering. Volume Two will
cover the basic principles and applications of visual and multimedia software engineering, knowledge engineering, data mining for software
knowledge, and emerging topics in software engineering and knowledge engineering.
This open access book constitutes the proceedings of the 23rd International Conference on Fundamental Approaches to Software
Engineering, FASE 2020, which took place in Dublin, Ireland, in April 2020, and was held as Part of the European Joint Conferences on
Theory and Practice of Software, ETAPS 2020. The 23 full papers, 1 tool paper and 6 testing competition papers presented in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected from 81 submissions. The papers cover topics such as requirements engineering, software
architectures, specification, software quality, validation, verification of functional and non-functional properties, model-driven development and
model transformation, software processes, security and software evolution.
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